I. Updates and Announcements: Zarnab and Chitra (3 mins)
   A. Met with GSG and talked about what we discussed last meeting
      1. Meeting with their executive board to work closer together for lawnpalys
      2. Preview
         a) Open houses at 9:30 p.m. with Boba
         b) Activities fair
            (1) Sign up sheet to go out
      3. April 26th meeting with all the heads of campus services
         a) Let Zarnab know if there are any messages you want passed on

II. Office Hours Presentation: Andres Larrieu ’22 (5 mins)
   A. Spinning wheel
      1. Present any information you think the students should know
      2. Let Andres know if you want to be involved

III. SCRC Club Approval: Rachel Hazan (thanks Rachel!) (25 mins)
   A. Food for Thought
      1. Food for Thought is a group that plans to look at food from an intellectual perspective, discussing the history and politics that shape the perception and role of different foods in society today.
         a) On and off campus
         b) Cultural origins and roots of different foods
   B. Israel Tiger Trek
      1. Israel TigerTrek is another TigerTrek group that will be traveling to Israel to gain a deeper understanding of Israeli entrepreneurship. The group will introduce participants to the unique opportunities, problems, and challenges faced by individuals and firms in the Israeli high tech sector. It also aims to dive into Israeli history, and culture from an entrepreneurial lens, working to understand how the features of Israeli society uniquely contribute to the country’s entrepreneurial character.
         a) Programs already exist but just need to be ODUS approved
   C. Knitting Club
      1. The Knitting Club will teach students how to knit and create an environment for students to knit together. The group plans to promote a
love for knitting, a prioritization of mental health, and a goal of sharing our creations with friends, family, and those in need.

D. Australia Club

1. The Australia Club of Princeton proclaims that it has been founded and is dedicated to promote and encourage, amongst its members the welcoming of new and incoming Australian students to the Princeton community. The club will aim to create a sense of connectedness amongst Australian students on campus while also sharing and spreading Australian culture amongst the campus community. Another goal of the club is to build a stronger Australian alumni connection that will last beyond their time as Princeton students.
   a) 50-100 students on campus

Motion to vote: passed
Motion to vote on all the clubs at the same time: passed

2. Vote for approval
   a) For: 17
   b) Opposed: 0
   c) Abstain: 1

E. Preview event: Andres

1. Google form to be sent out if you want to come
2. Would like to display different positions